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Abstract: Nowadays, Halbach magnets serve different purposes in electrical machine designs by offering different 

structures. These structures can be used to shim (improve the inhomogeneity) of new static fields in the magnetic 

resonance imaging (MRI) system. The shimming method proposed here uses axial and radial Halbach arrays. The 

inhomogeneity and average field is obtained at a constant diameter of spherical volume. Using the Maxwell software, 

different topologies are evaluated and the best structure is then selected and optimized. The optimum structure is 

manufactured and all issues related to the construction are explained in details. Comparison between simulation and 

experimental results shows the effectiveness of the proposed idea.  
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I. Introduction 

In our previous research, an H-type magnet with an iron core was made [1]. For this structure, simple shimming and 

optimization are its advantages. However, disadvantages were heavy, expensive and time consuming to build. Because of these 

disadvantages, research is focused on Halbach magnets. Halbach's theory was first proposed by Klaus Halbach in 1979 [2]. By 

this theory, different types of static fields and magnets are classified. To create a bipolar field (in Halbach's theory m = 2), 

according to the need for the size of the field density, its uniformity and mass weight, various structures can be implemented. 

Using a permanent magnet (PM) with axial polarity (including cubic PM) and radial polarity (including ideal ring, cylindrical 

pieces, with hexagonal cross-section, and sectional cross-section), the Halbach magnet is made. By changing the number of PM 

pieces and the distance between the radial and axial rings, the magnitude and uniformity of the field can be improved.  

 In recent years, many works have been done on the Halbach magnet issue. A comprehensive study of the primitive magnetic 

resonance imaging (MRI) system is done in [3] and information about the selection of component such as PMs is also provided. In 

[4], gradient coils are designed and produced based on the shape and type of the Halbach magnetic field. In [5], the structure of 

the Halbach magnet (the radius of each Halbach layer) is optimized by using the genetic algorithm (GA) in the distributed 

evolutionary algorithms in Python (DEAP). In [6], the effect of changing the angle of the PM dipoles of the Halbach ring for 

controlling the magnetic field density is investigated. In [7], a portable MRI system has been launched. All components such as 

MRI console, static magnet, gradient coil and RF coil are prepared and then installed. In [8], optimal location of each cubic PM 

piece to have the desired uniformity in the field is obtained by GA. In [9], the effect of temperature increase on the hysteresis 

curve and the operating point of the PM piece has been practically investigated. In [10], a purely theoretical discussion of the 

optimization of the Halbach machine field using GA has been proposed. Accordingly, Halbach array segments with different arc 

lengths are used to obtain the maximum field. In [11], the gradient coils and its amplifier circuit are designed and built according 

to the structure of the Halbach magnet array. 

 Two different designs are produced in [12]. At first, Halbach magnet is combined from two main rings with a gap between 

them (this gap is optimized) and two shim rings is installed inside the main rings. Main rings consist of 2 pcs with 12-cylinder PM 

which are distributed along a circle. The height of Halbach magnet and the gap between two rings are optimized. Regarding the 

Shim rings, the height and the radius of shim magnets must be optimized. Another design is also considered in this reference: two 

main rings including 2 pcs with 16-cylinder PM. The radius, length of Halbach magnet and the gap between two rings are 

optimized. Two shim rings including 8 PM pieces are also considered and height of position of shim rings are optimized. In [13], 

the Halbach magnet consists of four rings. Gap between each ring is known. The radius and height of Halbach magnet are also 

known. Each ring includes 24 pcs cubic PM. In [14], very small hexagonal bar magnets were used for constructing Halbach 

magnet. In [15], Halbach magnet is produced from two nested continued rings. Each ring was combined from 16 PM pieces. In 

this state, there are three types of polarization. By rotation inside ring or outside ring from 0
˚
 to 180

˚
, the field is changed from 

B1+B2 to B1-B2. In [16], two radially polarized outward magnet rings are analyzed. The configuration of these rings is changed 

based on the optimization algorithm to generate a homogenous field in region of interest (ROI).   

In [17], magnet ring is made by 12 PM sections. Inner radius, outer radius and height of ring are known. In [18], both circular 

array and cylinder array are produced. The radius of circular array is known and consists of 48 pcs cubic PMs. Harness is made 

from poly methyl metha acrylate (PMMA) by a laser cutter. In [19], the radius of Halbach ring is known and is combined from 20 

PM elements with known dimensions as well as two end-magnet rings consisting of 20 pcs magnet cubes placed along a 
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calculated radius circle. Harness is made from polyamide and its radius is obtained. In [20], the Halbach magnet consists of two 

rings of 24 pcs cubic PM that is distributed along a known circular ring. Harness was made by 3D printer from poly lactic asid 

(PLA) material. In [21], common configuration is used and magnet arrangement for novel discrete Halbach layout (MANDHaLa) 

is composed of cubic PMs. Four Halbach rings are used where the gap between rings is known. The radius and length of whole 

magnet are also known. Each ring is made from 24 N52 NdFeB cubes. Special attention has been paid to use of the Halbach 

magnet for the MRI system in recent years [22-23]. In present paper, a new shimming method based on the Halbach magnet is 

introduced for the MRI system to improve average field and homogeneity. Simulation and construction of the proposed idea is 

also considered. In the following, the proposed method is introduced in section II. Simulation and experimental results are given 

in sections III and IV, respectively. Finally, the paper is concluded in section V.    

II. The proposed method 

The main idea is that Halbach array is a shimming structure. This can also shim its inhomogeneity. In other words, research on 

the Halbach magnet puts endless ideas in front of the researcher to solve non-uniformity problems. First, we consider C-type, H-

type, and U-type static magnets. As indicated above, it is possible to correct their inhomogeneity using Halbach configuration. It 

means that PM pieces should be installed radially inside the main magnet or axially near the previous magnet that their polarity, 

position of rotation, and volume (cross section and thickness) is obtained by Halbach array geometry equations. The volume of 

PM pieces is also proportional to our design that would be obtained by optimization algorithms or via trial-and-error method.    

For producing a homogenous field, three methods can be used which are described in the following. 

1) Numerical method:  

Magnetic field is produced by a magnetic dipole [24]: 
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     and it can be positive or negative depending on 

its direction, V = tS , S is the magnet area. Then, t = μ0M/(BrS). The alteration of Br and thickness (t) and cross section (S) of PM 

pieces can shape the homogeneity of field. The location of PM pieces can be determined using Halbach approach, r = (xk-xp, yk-yp, 

zk-zp) where k = 1, … , Ns is used for shimming blocks or effect of kth PM piece and p = 1, … , N is used for test points. The 

parameter B will be homogenous if one of its three components will be homogenous. Then, Bz
k
(rp) is used for homogenous 

research [25]:   
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Eq. (2) is equal to Ap,kVkmz that Ap,kA is a non-square transformer matrix. Then, M = A
T
(AA

T
)

-1
B and volume (V) and thickness (t) 

of PM pieces are obtained.  

2) Optimization algorithms 

 Using evolutionary algorithms such as GA and particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithms, objective function could be 

minimized as follows: 
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where Bp is the initial field at each testing point and Bavg is the average field in the ROI. And, α = 0 means the goal is to minimize 

inhomogeneity.  

3) The trial-and-error method 

 For our desired field, Halbach magnet is designed using Maxwell software. The field uniformity of ROI is then calculated in 

the different states (different gap, different shim size and number) as follows: 

610max min

avg

B B

B
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where its unit is parts-per-million (ppm), Bmax, Bmin and Bavg are respectively maximum, minimum, and average of magnetic field 

density in the ROI. Also, three performance factors should be calculated to evaluate magnet array. First: FB = Bavg/, second: FA = 

FB /S and third: Fω = ω
7/4

/(S) where, Larmor frequency is ω and area of PM magnet is S (cm
2
) [26]. Next, for magnet suitability 
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and compactness of MRI, a figure of merit  (T/kg) has been defined ( = FB  (VS/V
2
)) [14]. The mass density of magnet is ρ 

and the volume of sample and magnet are VS and V, respectively.  

For all three above-mentioned methods, the Halbach magnet should be analyzed: Magnetization of linear Halbach array is 

followed by Eq. (5) and flux is oscillated with a wavelength λ = 2π/k in x coordinate direction. When the wavelength is bent to a 

circle, magnetization is then followed by Eq. (6). For dipole Halbach (j = ±1), and for quadrupole (j = ±2) and so on, the details 

are presented in [15]. In Fig. 1, αi is the position angle of ith PM piece, βi denotes the magnetization angle of ith PM piece, i = 1, 

…, n-1and n is the number of PM pieces. These parameters have been used in Eq. (7). Circle diameter of PM piece is a and rin, rout 

and rd are inner radius of cylindrical magnet, outer radius of cylindrical magnet, and (rin + rout)/2, respectively. In Table 1, these 

parameters have been achieved by Eqs. (8) - (10). For donut Halbach ring with infinitely length, B is obtained from Eq. (11). And, 

Br is remanence of the magnetic material. It should be noted that all these equations have been proven for cubic PM pieces in [26].   

(Please insert Figure 1 here) 
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where Mt is the tangential component and Mn is the normal component [26]. 
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 Equations for the dimensions of the Halbach magnet for cubic and cylindrical PM parts are as follows [24]: 
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III. Simulation results 

 In the following, different Halbach configurations are considered and they are simulated using the Maxwell software.  

A. Circular cross-section PM 

 When n = 4, rin = 21.5 mm, rd, rout and a are calculated using Eqs. (8) - (10) and they are 73.4 mm, 125.3 mm and 103.8 mm, 

respectively. Fig. 2 displays the magnitude and polarity for four cylindrical PM column. In Maxwell, NdFeB35 (sintered type) is 

selected as a PM material and its Br is set to 1.223 T (for bonded type this value is 0.65 T which is not used here) which is 

different from average value 0.79 T measured on the surface of PM piece (rPM = 7.5 mm, lPM = 25 mm). This is because the 

maximum value of Br is used in the magnet physical data table and equations in the software. There is a gap between two Halbach 

rings. This gap has been considered for increasing the homogeneity of magnetic field density. In Fig. 3, the magnetic field density 

versus gap is simulated. Compared with 0 mm gap, it is seen that the gap inhomogeneity has decreased at 3 mm. With increasing 

the gap, homogeneity is increased at first and it is then decreased. When the ideal Halbach magnet (with infinitely length and 

donut ring) is designed, Eq. (11) is used. For example, B = 0.418 T and Br = 0.79 T, from Eq. )8(, Eq. )9( and Eq. )12(, n = 15 are 

obtained. We select n = 12 and a = 15 mm. Then, rd = 29 mm, rout = 36.5 mm and rin = 21.5 mm. For these dimensions, the polarity 

is shown in Fig. 4. In Maxwell software, this material polarity is added based on αi, βi for each column. The magnetic field is 

decreased because ideal magnet (infinitely length and donut ring) is not designed here (l = 50 mm + Gap). For this configuration, 

axial shimming is analyzed. In Fig. 5, the homogeneity and Bavg of ROI (with 10 mm diameter of spherical volume (DSV)) versus 

the height of Halbach ring is shown. Based on [27], L1/r = 0.46 and L2/r = 0.91 are considered here, where Li is axial distance 

from center of layers to the origin of coordinates. Here, L1 = 13.34 mm and L2 = 26.39 mm. Then, the axial position of ring layers 

from central layer is determined by Li. When H is height of Halbach ring, HGap1HGap1H and HGap2HGap1HGap1HGap2H are 
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selected for three layers and five layers, respectively. And, 10 mm DSV lines are selected on x-axis, y-axis, z-axis, y = x = z, y = -

x = z, and y = x = -z.  

(Please insert Figure 2 here) 

(Please insert Figure 3 here) 

(Please insert Figure 4 here) 

(Please insert Figure 5 here) 

 

B. Cubic PM pieces and shimming 

1) Minimum stray field 

 The frame should be made from aluminum or polyvinyl chloride (PVC) or thick PMMA. Halbach ring is made based on Eqs. 

(8) - (11). In Fig. 6, for n = 12 and a = 20 mm, we have r = 45.71 mm, rin = 31.56 mm, rout = 59.85 mm which is figured in 

AutoCAD (inner ring is for shimming). For n = 16 and a = 10 mm, we have r = 31.54 mm, rin = 24.47 mm, rout = 38.61 mm. This 

structure results in better uniformity.  

(Please insert Figure 6 here) 

2) Maximum frame strength  

 Regarding the proposed idea, it is easy to install the PM pieces, especially if the frame is made of PMMA, PLA, and wood. 

Main Halbach rings with 2 pcs, 4 pcs, and 6 pcs (for a = 20 mm) are separately placed along with 25 mm radius circle. Direction 

of magnetic field density is shown in Fig. 7. Inner shimming Halbach ring with 2 pcs, 4 pcs, and 6 pcs (for rin = 25 mm) are 

polarized with inverse direction. In Fig. 8, shimming ring effect on the homogeneity is shown. Clearly, the homogeneity is 

increased based on the solid lines. The volume of main PM piece should be greater than shimming PM piece volume. Then, the 

number of shimming pieces should be equal with or greater than main PM pieces. When the number of shimming PM pieces is 

changed, Fig. 9 shows homogeneity and average field (12 pcs, main ring, sh
+
 for same polarity; sh

-
 for opposite polarity). 

Therefore, two nested rings (main and shimming) should be used. Depending on the amount of non-uniformity and the number of 

magnet pieces, the best structure can be selected with regard to Fig. 9. Here, the ring with 12 pieces of PMs is selected to produce. 

Different configurations and various design parameters are considered and average field and homogeneity determined for them are 

summarized in Table 1. As clear from this table, the inhomogeneity is decreased when the number of PM pieces is increased.   

(Please insert Figure 7 here) 

(Please insert Figure 8 here) 

(Please insert Figure 9 here) 

(Please insert Table 1 here) 

C. Regular polyhedron cross-section and radial shimming 

 In [14], regular polyhedron PM was used and acceptable results were reported. For each hexagonal, side size = 57 mm, height 

= 50 mm, usable gap = 100 mm and directions of magnetic field density are shown in Fig. 10. In Fig. 10c, shimming PM pieces 

are illustrated based on their magnetic directions. In Fig. 11, homogeneity and average are compared. The minimum of η and Bavg 

has occurred at 60° and 240°, and its figure of merit is  = 0.00002 (T/kg). As seen, this configuration has a low magnetic field 

and high weight, and therefore it is not acceptable for large scale dimensions. 

(Please insert Figure 10 here) 

(Please insert Figure 11 here) 

D. Shimming U-shaped magnet by Halbach array 

 Here, U-shaped and Halbach magnet units are combined to obtain homogenous magnetic field density in the ROI. U-shaped 

magnet, two-layer Halbach magnet, and combined magnet are shown in Fig. 12a, Fig. 12b, and Fig. 13, respectively. The effect of 

combination is shown in Fig. 14. With regard to the U-shaped curve depicted in Fig. 14, the field has decreased in the position of 

U-shaped PMs and it is increased between them. Nevertheless, another decline has occurred between them. To compensate this, 

five Halbach rings (12 cubic pieces in each ring) are installed inside the U-shaped ring.   

(Please insert Figure 12 here) 
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(Please insert Figure 13 here) 

(Please insert Figure 14 here) 

IV. Experimental results 

 The average remanence field value is measured on the pole surfaces of 2 mm cube. This field is not fixed at different points 

(average value: 450 mT). The frame is made from PMMA by laser cuter (model: crystal). PMMA is more expensive, fully 

transparent, and friendly with environment. Other materials (such as Teflon family (PLA, polyamide, poly ethylene …), PVC, 

wood, aluminum …) are fully opaque. AutoCAD output file should be saved as *.dxf file to be opened in work laser software. In 

Fig. 15, PMMA and PVC frames (n = 12) are made first (rin,frame = 25 mm, rout,frame = 65 mm). Aluminum frame was made from 

PVC frame as a casting mold in the casting workshop. Fig. 15d shows PVC frame for n=16. In Fig. 15e, pliers have been used to 

install magnet pieces. Fig. 15f depicts the created ring for radially shimming; the main ring (12 cubic PM, a = 20 mm, rin = 33.1 

mm, r = 48 mm, rout = 62.8 mm) and shimming ring (4 column, a = 5 mm, h = 20 mm, rin,sh = 27.5 mm and rout,sh = 32.5 mm). The 

bipolar fields produced by two rings are aligned. The magnet height is placed from z = 0 to z = 20 mm (cylindrical axis is placed 

on Z-axis). In Table 2, the average field and homogeneity have been summarized. Tesla measurement (in 10 mm DSV) is done by 

Lutron (model MG-3002). In Fig. 15f, Halbach magnet with 6 rings (n = 16, a = 10 mm, rin = 26.4 mm, r = 34 mm, rout = 41.6 

mm) is made. Then, axial shimming is researched for multiple layers and distances. In Table 3, some tests for this magnet are 

inserted. Here, two, four and six rings (even number not odd number) are used. The best distance is achieved via trial-and- repeat 

as well as simulation. It should be explained that mL specifies the number of layers and L1, L2, and L3 are the distance between the 

pairs of the first layer, the distance between the pairs of the second layer and the distance between the pairs of the third layer, 

respectively. However, the homogeneity will be changed when the sampling is done more precisely.  

(Please insert Figure 15 here) 

(Please insert Table 2 here) 

(Please insert Table 3 here) 

V. Summary and Conclusion 

The main equations related to the Halbach magnet design were obtained at first. Then, different structures for Halbach magnet 

were simulated by Maxwell software. Considering different configurations, radial and axial shimming methods were analyzed via 

trial and error and the best structure was selected. The average field and homogeneity as performance factors were used to 

evaluate the magnets. The supporting frame was produced by Crystal laser from PMMA material. Practically, the axial and radial 

shimmed Halbach magnets were made by installing PM pieces on the frame. Based on the obtained simulation and experimental 

results, it was seen that the generated Halbach magnets were acceptable for a low-field portable MRI system. As a future work, 

optimization algorithms could be used to find better result for the optimized topology.  
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Figures: 

Fig. 1. The position angle αi and angle of dipole rotation βi in the Halbach magnet 

Fig. 2. The direction of magnetic field density 

Fig. 3. The changes of distribution of magnetic field density along with Halbach polarity versus changes of gap distance between two rings 

Fig. 4. The direction of magnetic field density 

Fig. 5. The inhomogeneity and Bavg related to ROI (with 10 mm DSV) versus height of Halbach ring (with 12 pcs). Solid line: five layer, dash line: three layer, 
dotted line: one layer 

Fig. 6. The Halbach ring with minimum stray field  

Fig. 7. The direction of magnetic field density where main Halbach ring is outer ring and the shimming Halbach ring is inner ring and n = 6 

Fig. 8. Distribution of magnetic field density along with Halbach dipole direction (for n = 2, 4, and 6). Dot line: main Halbach ring. Solid line: main Halbach ring 

with shimming Halbach ring 

Fig. 9. Homogeneity and average field versus configuration (for n = 12, nsh = variable) 

Fig. 10. The direction of magnetic field density: (a) for one ring (composed of 6 pcs regular polyhedron PM pieces), (b) for two layers (two nested rings) with 18 

pcs, and (c) for three layers (32 pcs) 

Fig. 11. The homogeneity and average magnetic field density versus rotation angle of inner ring for two nested ring 

Fig. 12. The considered topology: (a) U-shaped magnet (inner radius is 25 mm) (b) two-layer Halbach magnet (inner radius is 25 mm) 

Fig. 13. The combined structure  

Fig. 14. Optimization of magnetic field homogeneity  

Fig. 15. Different structures: (a) PMMA frame for n = 12, nsh = 12, (b) PVC frame for n = 12, nsh = 12, (c) Aluminum frame for n = 12 (without shimming slots), 

(d) PVC frame (n = 16), (e) produced magnet for radial shimming method (n = 12, nsh
 = 4), and (f) produced magnet for axial shimming method (n = 16, 6 rings) 

Tables: 

Table 1: Homogeneity analysis of Halbach rings (with 20 mm cubic PM). Field uniformity and average field is calculated for 10 mm DSV. Shim piece is a 5 mm 
cubic PM (ρ = 7.52 g/cm3). Gap for double Halbach ring is 13 mm. *ω = γB = 2πf and γ is gyromagnetic ratio; for glycerin: γ = 2.675×108 rad/s. Based on Fig. 7, 

shim ring is inserted inside the main ring (two nested ring). Main ring (MR), shim ring (ShR), number of main cubic PM (n), number of shim cubic PM (nsh), same 

dipole (shR+), opposite dipole (shR-) 

Table 2: Measurement of homogeneity and average field (radial shimming, n = 12, am = 1220 mm, ash = 5 mm, nsh = 4) 

Table 3: Measurement of homogeneity and average field for even number rings (axial shimming, n = 16, a = 10 mm) 
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Fig. 1. The position angle αi and angle of dipole rotation βi in the Halbach magnet 

 

 

Fig. 2. The direction of magnetic field density 

 

 

Fig. 3. The changes of distribution of magnetic field density along with Halbach polarity versus changes of gap distance between two rings 
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Fig. 4. The direction of magnetic field density 

 

Fig. 5. The inhomogeneity and Bavg related to ROI (with 10 mm DSV) versus height of Halbach ring (with 12 pcs). Solid line: five layer, dash line: three layer, 

dotted line: one layer 

 

 

Fig. 6. The Halbach ring with minimum stray field  
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Fig. 7. The direction of magnetic field density where main Halbach ring is outer ring and the shimming Halbach ring is inner ring and n = 6 

 

 

Fig. 8. Distribution of magnetic field density along with Halbach dipole direction (for n = 2, 4, and 6). Dot line: main Halbach ring. Solid line: main Halbach ring 

with shimming Halbach ring 
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Fig. 9. Homogeneity and average field versus configuration (for n = 12, nsh = variable) 

 

 

  
(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 10. The direction of magnetic field density: (a) for one ring (composed of 6 pcs regular polyhedron PM pieces), (b) for two layers (two nested rings) with 18 

pcs, and (c) for three layers (32 pcs) 
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Fig. 11. The homogeneity and average magnetic field density versus rotation angle of inner ring for two nested ring 

 

 
(a) 

 
 (b) 

Fig. 12. The considered topology: (a) U-shaped magnet (inner radius is 25 mm) (b) two-layer Halbach magnet (inner radius is 

25 mm) 

 

 

Fig. 13. The combined structure  
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Fig. 14. Optimization of magnetic field homogeneity  

 

  
(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

 
 

(e) (f) 
Fig. 15. Different structures: (a) PMMA frame for n = 12, nsh = 12, (b) PVC frame for n = 12, nsh = 12, (c) Aluminum frame for n = 12 (without shimming slots), 

(d) PVC frame (n = 16), (e) produced magnet for radial shimming method (n = 12, nsh
 = 4), and (f) produced magnet for axial shimming method (n = 16, 6 rings) 
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Table 1: Homogeneity analysis of Halbach rings (with 20 mm cubic PM). Field uniformity and average field is calculated for 10 mm DSV. Shim piece is a 5 mm 

cubic PM (ρ = 7.52 g/cm3). Gap for double Halbach ring is 13 mm. *ω = γB = 2πf and γ is gyromagnetic ratio; for glycerin: γ = 2.675×108 rad/s. Based on Fig. 7, 
shim ring is inserted inside the main ring (two nested ring). Main ring (MR), shim ring (ShR), number of main cubic PM (n), number of shim cubic PM (nsh), same 

dipole (shR+), opposite dipole (shR-)  

configuration 

Number 

of 

Rings and 
n 

rin 

(mm) 

Length 

(mm) 

Field 

uniformity 

in ROI 
(ppm) 

Average 

field 
strength 

in ROI 

(mT) 

 
f* 

(MHz) 

Mass 

(g) 

MR 1, n = 2 25 20 388552 66.04 0.046 2.811 120.32 

MR + gap + MR 2, n = 2 25 53 156549 71.16 0.031 3.029 240.6 

MR + ShR- 2, n = 2 20 20 269539 51.05 0.045 2.173 127.84 

2 (MR + ShR-) + 

gap 
4, n = 2 20 53 90865 62.51 0.041 2.661 255.7 

4 main 1, n = 4 25 20 157176 106.25 0.046 4.523 240.64 

MR + gap + MR 2, n = 4 25 53 71079 126.76 0.030 5.396 481.3 

MR + ShR- 2, n = 4 20 20 126606 82.46 0.039 3.510 255.68 

2 (MR + ShR-) + 

gap 
4, n = 4 20 53 28713 108.66 0.057 4.626 511.4 

MR 1, n = 6 25 20 86684 153.43 0.053 6.532 360.96 

MR + gap + MR 2, n = 6 25 53 38485 194.10 0.038 8.263 721.92 

MR + ShR- 2, n = 6 20 20 112239 121.17 0.029 5.158 383.5 

2 (MR + ShR-) + 

gap 
4, n = 6 20 53 8091 163.13 0.1348 6.945 767 

MR + ShR+ 

 
2, n = 12, 

nsh = 4 
27.5 20 39158 132.820 0.019 5.654 736.96 

 

Table 2: Measurement of homogeneity and average field (radial shimming, n = 12, am = 1220 mm, ash = 5 mm, nsh = 4) 

 Average field (mT) Homogeneity (ppm) 

Main magnet Shimmed magnet Main magnet Shimmed magnet 

z = -3 mm 95.34 100.92 24123 7926 

z = 10 mm 113.38 120.87 22050 29784 

z = 20 mm 101.38 108.04 20715 19436 

 

Table 3: Measurement of homogeneity and average field for even number rings (axial shimming, n = 16, a = 10 mm) 

 

Average field (mT) Homogeneity (ppm) 

measured 

 
Simulated measured simulated 

mL = 2, L1 = 21 mm 46.48 46.59 62968 72587 

mL = 4, L1 = 16 mm, L2 = 36.5 mm 81.28 79.06 405684 51805 

mL = 6, L1 = 15 mm, L2 = 35 mm, L3 = 

52 mm 
91.15 90.50 29622 42751 

mL = 6, L1 = 11 mm, L2 = 32 mm, L3 = 

47 mm 
117.63 108.83 3400 7432 
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